
Consumers are less confident about buying big ticket items, the Treasury sees nominal GDP modestly lower than it forecast in
May and we look in depth at Wellybusmageddon.

In the political economy today, the Government braces for a big new
business confidence survey.

Treasury says the economy is modestly softer than it forecast in May, but
that revenues were running ahead of forecast at that point.

Consumer confidence was flat overall, but confidence about buying a large
item fell to a three year low. Elsewhere in the economy, sub-contractors to
collapsed Ebert Construction were told they won't get any of their missing
$33.8 million back.

Overseas, US and Canadian trade negotiators salvaged NAFTA and
renamed it the USMCA, but Canadian dairy farmers are angry at better
access for US dairy. The NZ dollar dipped a bit versus the Canadian dollar
on relief for Canada a deal was done.

1. Will it sink, bounce or float?
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The New Zealand Economic Institute of Research is due to publish its
September Quarter Business Outlook of business confidence at 10 am this
morning and will be more closely watched than most economic indicators,
both across business and politics.

The key measure to watch is the 'own activity' measure, which asks
businesses how they see their own businesses progressing, rather than the
'headline' figure on what they think the wider economy is doing.

The headline figure is more closely aligned to which political party is in
power, but the 'own activity' measure is more closely aligned to GDP in the
coming six to 12 months.

The last couple of ANZ survey measures of own activity confidence showed
some stabilisation after a sharp fall to 2009 levels through late summer and



into the winter.

Newsroom's Thomas Coughlan will be in the lockup this morning and
report the result on Newsroom Pro.

2. When nominal GDP really matters

Treasury published its Monthly Economic Indicators commentary
for data in September yesterday. It's always a useful roundup of the
figures and has a great collection of charts, but it rarely gives juicy insights
into the pressures on the Government's budgeting in the coming months.

But this month the information is juicier, particularly given the noise
around slower than expected GDP growth in the March quarter and all the
talk about weak business confidence.

The key thing to know about the Government's revenues is they're
leveraged to nominal GDP because income and GST taxes are closely



aligned to the total size of spending and income, not the real measure.

This month's commentary goes into quite a bit of depth and has an
excellent chart above showing how Treasury is a bit behind the run rate for
nominal GDP and taxes from its May Budget (BEFU) forecasts, but not as
far behind as you might think.

Treasury said real growth ran at an average of 0.8 percent per quarter in
the first half of the year and would form the basis for Treasury's Half Yearly
Economic and Fiscal Update (HYEFU) due in December. That will
determine just how much leeway the Government has for extra spending
on infrastructure and ongoing services and benefits.

Finance Minister Grant Robertson has already indicated there may be some
wiggle room for extra infrastructure spending in the HYEFU because of
changes to the way Treasury allocates projects in the forecasts (spread out
rather than front-loaded) and because there is some room in the debt track
(net debt is already close to the 20 percent target when Labour promised it
would be there within five years.)

Just a modest softening

"Real activity has proven to be slightly stronger than forecast, while
nominal growth has been a little weaker," Treasury wrote.

"Should growth continue around current rates over the remainder of 2018,
as we expect, it would represent only a modest softening in the economic
outlook compared with the BEFU 2018," it wrote.

"Relative to the BEFU 2018 forecasts, quarterly nominal GDP is around
$500 million (0.7 percent of GDP) below forecast for the June quarter. The
lower than forecast out-turns will leave the Treasury with a lower starting
point for nominal GDP for HEYFU.

"Balanced against this, monthly tax out-turns have been consistently above
forecast through to May."



Treasury pointed out there will be more information on the results since
May on October 9 when Treasury publishes the full financial statements for
the year ended June 30.

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern has already indicated a positive result is
likely when she accidentally answered a Mike Hosking question about GDP
by referring to the Crown accounts due next week.

3. Consumers warier of buying big things

ANZ's Roy Morgan survey of consumer confidence in September was
published yesterday and the overall measure was broadly flat.

But the measure of how confident consumers were about buying a big
household item fell sharply. The net measure fell six percentage points to
29 percent, which was a three year low.

Inflation expectations also dropped back sharply, despite the recent petrol
price increases.

Despite the relatively low unemployment, solid employment growth,



reasonable global economic growth and decent household income growth,
both consumers and households are more nervous than they have been for
quite a while.

It's a conundrum, but something is brewing out there in the 'animal spirits'
of the economy.

4. Is wagging school really that bad?



NZ Initiative Chief Economist Dr Eric Crampton looks in his column for
Newsroom Pro this week at whether truancy actually ruins your life.

He argues a proper analysis that screens out other factors can -- and should
-- be done by policymakers.

In particular, he points to data held by Statistics New Zealand in the
Integrated Data Infrastructure that can allow a researcher to link truancy to
student NCEA attainment, progression to tertiary study, employment,
income, benefit uptake, criminal activity and more.

The data would also allow the researcher to account for the background
characteristics that might give rise to truancy while also affecting later life
outcomes, like family interactions with the justice sector; Child, Youth &
Family notifications; and parental education.

See Eric's full column here first on Newsroom Pro this morning.

5. A rare bout of shareholder activism

Shareholder activists are rare beasts in New Zealand at the best of times,
and even rarer when taking on a company and regulator as dominant as the
NZX.



This morning Elevation Capital and its Managing Director Christopher
Swasbrook called on the NZX's board and managers to refocus its strategy
on its core exchange business and spin off its funds services and other
strategic joint ventures.

Elevation Capital holds shares in NZX accounting for 2.3 percent of the
exchange's shares.

"NZX is a company still run for the agents (Management) versus the actual
owners (Shareholders) with excessive headcount, costs and wasteful
spending," Swasbrook said in a release on a website (NZXnow.com)
that included a presentation arguing the shareholders had foregone $235
million in returns over the last five years because of NZX's
underperformance.

Swasbrook argued the sale of these non-core assets and improved
performance could unlock $150 million of value and increase the share
price by up to 72 percent.

The NZX had yet to respond as of 9am.

6. The man behind Wellybusmageddon

Simon Louisson, a former bus driver himself, has taken a closer look at
Wellington's much-maligned bus network redesign. He finds the US expert



who advised the change considers passenger outrage a welcome part of the
process.

Jarrett Walker and Associations (JWA), the US company that has united
Wellingtonians in their loathing for the chaotic new bus network has also
redesigned Dublin’s network and has met an even more rigorous negative
response.

But it’s not just the redesign that is behind the debacle. At Parliament’s
Transport Select Committee hearing on Thursday, it became clear that the
genesis of the fiasco is the Public Transport Operating Model (PTOM)
imposed on local authorities by the former National Government.

Simon is a former colleague of mine's from my earliest days at Reuters.

See his full article here on Newsroom Pro first.

7. My pick of the news links

Teuila Fuatai: The $200 million migrant exploitation problem

Paul McBeth (Newsroom Pro) Subbies miss out on Ebert millions

Branko Marcetic (Newsroom) Long read: Foxes in charge of the meth
house

Simon Louisson (Newsroom Pro) The US consultant behind
Wellington's bus nightmare

Todd Niall (Stuff): Auckland’s affordable housing issue comes around
again and again, like a carousel

Kate Gudsell and Eric Frykberg (RNZ): Hunting lobby wins concessions
over tahr cull

Geoff Bertram (Press):It’s all there in the accounts: electricity distributors


